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ABSTRACT 
The Heinz inequality and the Heinz-Kato inequality have several equivalent formu- 
lations as considered in our preceding notes. Based on these, we discuss the position of 
Rota’s theorem, which is shown to imply the Heinz inequalities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
First of all, we recall the following norm inequality due to Heinz [7]: If A and 
B are positive operators on a Hilbert space, then 
IlAQ + QBll L IIA’QB’-’ + A’-‘QB’II (1) 
holds for arbitrary operators Q and 0 5 r 5 1. Recently we pointed out in [2] 
that the Corach-Porta-Recht inequality [l] 
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]]SW’ + S-‘TS]] 2 2]]T]] (2) 
for invertible S and self-adjoint T is equivalent to the Heinz inequality (1) via 
McIntosh’s inequality [9] 
IIP*PQ + QRR*Il > 2llPQRll. (3) 
for arbitrary operators P, Q, and R. Furthermore, we showed in [3] that these 
inequalities (l), (2), and (3) are equivalent to an inequality 
llReA2Qll 2 IIAQAII. (4) 
for positive A and self-adjoint Q, where Re T = (T + T*)/2 is the real part of T. 
On the other hand, Kato [g] gave the following refinement of an inequality due 
to Heinz [7], which is called the Heinz-Kato inequality: If A and B are positive 
operators, then 
Q*Q p A2 and QQ* p B2 imply l(Qx, Y)I i IIASxII IIB1-s~II (3 
for x , y E H and 0 5 s < 1. In [4], we also emphasize a certain contrast that (5) 
is equivalent to an inequality 
llA2Bll 2 IWAll (6) 
for positive operators A and B. Consequently we have the following diagram: 
(4) IIReA2Qll 3 IIAQAII * (1) Heinz 
for A > 0 and Q = Q* inequality 
u u 
(6) llA2Bll 2 IIABAII e (2) Heinz-Kato 
forA, B 50 inequality 
In this note, based on the situation stated above, we clarify the significance 
of a celebrated theorem due to Rota [lo] for the norm inequalities (l)-(6). As a 
matter of fact, we show that Rota’s theorem includes the Heinz inequality and the 
Heinz-Kato one. 
2. ROTA’S THEOREM 
For convenience, we cite Rota’s theorem [lo] and its elementary proof due to 
H. Choda (in [5]). 
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THEOREM A. The spectral radius r(T) of an operator T is the injimum of its 
similarity orbit, that is, 
r(T) = inf{llSTSIJI; Sisinuertible}. (7) 
Proo$ The proof is constructive. It suffices to prove the following: Take 
t > r(T). For each s > t there exists a positive invertible operator S such that 
IISTS-‘II 5 s. 
Since r(T) = lim ,++oo 11 Tn II ‘in, it follows that II T” II i tn for all sufficiently 
large n and hence 
can be defined as an operator and R 2 0. If we put S = R112, the square root of 
R, then S is positive invertible and 
IJSTS-‘l12 = llS-‘T*S2TS-‘l/ = [IS-‘T*RTS-‘II 5 s~IIS-~RS-~II =s2 
because T*RT = s2(R - 1) 5 s2R. Therefore we have IlSTS-‘/I 5 s, as re- 
quired. ??
Incidentally we remark that the infimum of (7) can be taken over all positive 
invertible S, as in the proof of the above. It also follows from the polar decompo- 
sition of invertible S that S = UlSl with unitary U. 
3. ROTA’S THEOREM IMPLIES THE HEINZ INEQUALITIES 
As mentioned in the first section, the Heinz-Kato inequality (5) is equivalent 
to (6). If one assumes the reduction of (6) given by 
IWA-‘II 2 11~11 = r(B) (8) 
for positive invertible operators A and B, then it is easily checked that Rota’s 
theorem implies the Heinz-Kato inequality. 
On the other hand, the Heinz inequality should be rephrased as an inequalilty 
IlReABA-‘11 1 llB/l = r(B) (9 
for positive invertible A and self-adjoint B. To show that Rota’s theorem implies 
(9), we need a variant of Rota’s formula. 
Here an operator T is said to be Frobeniusian if r(T) belongs to the spectrum 
e(T). 
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THEOREM 1. If an operator T is Frobeniusian, then 
r(T) = inf{ ]/Re STS-‘11; Sis invertible}. (10) 
Pro05 First of all, we claim that 
r(T) I ]]Re STS-‘11 
for invertible S. As a matter of fact, since a(T) = a(STS-‘) G W(STS-‘)(cf. 
[6]) we have 
r(T) = r(STS-‘) E Rea(STS-‘) C ReW(STS-‘) = W(ReSTS-‘), 
where W(T) is the closed numerical range of T, i.e., the closure of the numerical 
range W(T) = {(TX, x); IIxII = 1, x E H} of T. Since the numerical radius 
w(T) = sup{]z]; z E W(T)} of T is dominated by IlTll, we have 
r(T) 5 w(ReSTS-‘) 5 ]]ReSTS-‘]I. 
Moreover, since ]]Re T II 5 II T 11, it implies that 
r(T) 5 ]]Re STS-‘11 ( IISTS-‘11. 
Hence Rota’s theorem leads us to the conclusion (10). 
The above theorem means that Rota’s theorem implies the Heinz inequality in 
the sense that it implies the inequality (9). 
??
4. APPLICATION 
Finally we consider an application of Theorem 1. 
THEOREM 2. For an arbitrary operator T there exists a 9 such that 
r(T) = inf{]]ReeieSTS-‘I]; Sisinuertible}. (11) 
Pro08 Take a w E a(T) with ]w] = r(T), and put 0 = -arg W. Then 
eie T is Frobeniusian. Hence we have 
r(T) = r(e”T) = inf{]]ReeieSTS-’ I]; Sis invertible). 
as desired. ??
An operator T is normaloid if r(T) = II T II ; see [6]. 
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COROLLARY 3. If T is a normaloid operatol; then there exists a 8 such that 
lITI = inf{llReeieSTS-‘I(; Sis invertible}. (12) 
5. A CONCLUDING REMARK 
We have discussed the connection between Rota’s theorem and the Heinz 
inequalities in the third section. In relation to this, Furuta and Izumino have kindly 
pointed out that (9) can be proved directly as follows: For a positive invertible 
operator A and a self-adjoint operator B, we have 
r(B) = r(ABA-‘) E Rea(ABA-‘) C ReW(ABA-‘) = W(ReABA-‘). 
Hence it follows that r(B) 5 IIRe ABA-'11, that is, (9). 
The authors would like to express their thanks to Professors Furuta and Izumino 
for their nice comment. 
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